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Commemoration and social memory: a case study
Marking the centenaries: Northern Ireland's contested history and the narratives of the

Easter Rising and the Battle of the Somme.…is ‘the historical fact sitting like an
orphan waiting on somebody finding it'?(interviewee)

Raises questions about identity, conflict and peace building. Is this 'shared
history' future orientated or in the present? Uses social memory theory to
explore contemporary meanings and values recognizing that commemoration
is deeply dissonant, contested and negotiated.

Social memory, history and emerging from conflict. Social frameworks and
contexts are important to the process of remembering[1] as is the 'dynamic
interplay between the past and the present affecting what is remembered and
forgotten' that 'utilise social structures deeply embedded in particular
narratives  to preserve and transmit'.[2] 

Guy Beiner suggests with a greater understanding of the ways in which
memory is renewed through ‘processes of reconstruction, reinvention and
regeneration’ it can be observed that ‘historical events were originally
experienced with reference to pre-existing memories’.[3]
Thus, unofficial remembrance performed in defiance of state and local taboos
located in vernacular historiography[4] create ‘ambivalent and multi layered
cultural memories.’[5] To this endeavor history adds a certain criticality, while
memory opens up the ‘continuity of identity, experiences and engagement’.[6]

Objectives:

Conduct interviews.
Investigate a range of practices.
Collect documents and participant
data.

Methods and progress:
Insider/outsider status.
52 - Face to face and
virtual interviews (Covid 19).
Focus group 10 PGCE history
students.
Geographical, gender,
age, community and sector
representation.
Documents and participant data.     

Interview questions:
1. Role and purpose of  project/commemorative activities.
2. Audiences i.e. young people and communities.
3. Social  memory - What is being remembered? Why? Where from?

Lost, counter memories, retrieved or reconstructed? 
 4. Impact What (if anything) changed due to the commemorations?

Was it worth it? Have things happened that hadn’t happened before?
5. Implications for the upcoming centenaries, BREXIT, the Troubles?

5. Emerging themes - engaging young
people, social memory as performance,
utilising local voices and local stories, the
understanding of shared history and
public history, gender and masculinity,
class, age, sectarian divisions and the
resilience of the narratives.
I.e. The Poppy and the Lily, Winnifred
Carney and George McBride, Meeke and
the Major.

Underpinning or broadening the social
memories at play in the national, regional
and local arenas.

Deliberately locating  these ironic events
in a wider context of the First World War,
of labour and suffrage, of suffering and
trauma people and identity in a changing
Ireland.

6. The implications of the 2016
commemorative activity for the upcoming
2020-21 centenaries of partition and state
formation, BREXIT context and the
forthcoming Troubles anniversaries.
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1. State led and official 'unofficial'
Exploring inter and intra state
complexities in Ireland, Northern
Ireland, United kingdom
governments and organisers of
'unofficial' state acts.

2. Local councils' good relations
services and locally funded
museum services focus on
inclusive remembering,
ethics, multiplicity of voices
negotiating the internal tensions.
Focus on Newry and Mourne,
Belfast, Mid Ulster, Causeway
Coast and Glens and North Down
and Ards Council areas.

3. Regional cultural organisations,
NGOs and funders engaging
communities and young people,
shaping narratives using ethical
approaches, principles,
dialogues, archives, artifacts,
performing arts, graphic novels
and digital resources.

Potential chapters from research undertaken

4. Grassroots organisations telling
local stories about working class
participation in the First World
War - the Unionist Centenary
Committee, ACT and East Belfast
Resolve, Somme 100; and 

Northern nationalists contribution
to the Rising and the revolutionary
period by Belfast 1916, National
Graves Association, County Derry
1916 Committee.

The portrayal of the narratives of
blood sacrifice, the retrieval of the
nationalist contribution to WW1 -
i.e.  6th Connaught Rangers;  and 
the role of women.

Engagement fostered through
exhibitions, films, talks, digital
resources, graphic novels, drama,
parades and re-enactment.
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